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I. Introduction
Turbulent combustion modeling has seen significant developments in recent decades. This progress has been enabled by a number of factors such as the emergence of highly scalable computational architectures, high-frequency laser-based diagnostics for validation data, advanced numerical techniques and new classes of turbulence, combustion and turbulent combustion models. These developments are, in turn, addressing the growing need for high-fidelity time-accurate solutions of complex reacting flows in the fields of combustion, energy conversion and propulsion. In this article, we review some of the fundamental turbulence and turbulent combustion models [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] and provide assessments of the underlying assumptions and their applicability to problems of relevance to aerospace propulsion, namely, rockets, gas turbines, augmentors and scramjet engines. The overall objectives are to shed light on the strengths and limitations of the current state-of-the-art and to develop approaches to make further progress.
A key theme of the current study is the examination of fundamental model assumptions for conditions relevant to aerospace propulsion applications. This typically means the presence of high-speed flows, high pressures, compressible phenomena such as shocks, ignition dynamics, and acoustics coupling, which are aspects that are frequently ignored in fundamental turbulent combustion studies. Moreover, our focus is on so-called off-design operation of propulsion devices. In other words, we are particularly interested in phenomena such as combustion instability and ignition (and extinction), which are highly dynamic and therefore difficult to predict. For example, Fig. 1(a) shows the ignition of mono-methyl hydrazine (MMH) and red fuming nitric acid (RFNA) injected into a container that is initially filled with Argon. 7 For the gas-phase results shown, the dynamics of ignition depend upon the interaction between the chemical kinetics and the turbulence dynamics of the propellant streams. For liquid propellants, the situation is further complicated by the presence of multi-phase effects such as atomization and vaporization; however, we restrict the current study to gas-phase phenomena to keep the problem reasonably tractable. Figure 1(b) shows an example of an unstable gas-gas rocket combustor. Here, methane fuel mixes with decomposed peroxide as the oxidizer. Combustion instabilities occur when the acoustic modes in the chamber couple with the combustion dynamics, leading to a highly unstable flame. In the example shown, the dynamics in the oxidizer post lead to an interruption in the propellant flow, which in turn causes a pulsatile flame that is in synchronization with the pressure oscillations in the combustion chamber. 8 The combustion zone is very dynamic and is characterized by multiple extinction and re-ignition events. Again, the coupling between the combustion and the acoustics modes is influenced by a number of factors including chemical kinetics and turbulence dynamics. Finally, in the case of scramjet problems, the turbulence and combustion are further influenced by the presence of shocks. Accurate prediction of such physical phenomena depends intimately on the modeling of the fine-scale dynamics of turbulence and chemistry, a problem that is collectively referred to as turbulent combustion. Figure 1 . (a) Left: Argon mass fraction and temperature contours for gas-phase ignition transients if mono-methyl hydrazine and red fuming nitric acid propellants. From Sardeshmukh et al. 7 (b) Right: Heat release iso-surfaces for one acoustic cycle of an unstable methane-hydrogen-peroxide rocket combustor. From Harvazinski et al. 8 Our interest in unsteady dynamics naturally requires the use of turbulence models that are capable of representing fine-scale time-dependent phenomena. Direct numerical simulations are, of course, well beyond reach for the high Reynolds number conditions that are encountered in aerospace propulsion problems. We therefore focus on large eddy simulations (LES) 1 and detached eddy simulations (DES) 2 models in this paper. DES models are a member of the larger class of hybrid RANS/LES models, where RANS (or Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes) equations are solved in the near-wall boundary layer region, while LES equations are solved in the off-body region. Such hybrid models are popular in engineering codes mainly because of the computational savings enabled by the near-wall RANS model, while full LES models are more commonly utilized in academic codes and applied to canonical problems. We further note that unsteady RANS (URANS) models are sometimes utilized for time-dependent problems. However, such an approach is valid only if the unsteady time-scales are well removed from the turbulent time-scales, which is generally not true for the applications of interest here. We therefore do not consider traditional RANS or URANS models. In our study, we start with the filtered conservation laws in compressible form as the basic set of equations to be solved. These equations contain unclosed terms such as the turbulent stress and scalarvelocity covariance terms that are defined by the LES turbulence models, traditionally, by using an eddy viscosity/gradient diffusion hypothesis. These closures are also referred to as sub-grid models in the sense that they represent the net effect of the unresolved flowfield fluctuations.
Turbulent combustion models are used to close the filtered combustion source terms that appear in the species transport equations. Three classes of models are considered here: the steady laminar flamelet model, 3 
the linear eddy model (LEM)
4, 5 and the transported-probability distribution function (PDF) method. 6 We note that many of these models also provide a means for replacing the direct solution of the species transport equations, which allows for significant simplifications of the combustion model itself. A prominent example is the steady laminar flamelet model wherein the chemistry is tabulated in terms of a small number of transported variables such as the mixture fraction and/or one or more reaction progress variables. In the case of the transported-PDF model, the solution of the joint-PDF of the chemical composition of the propellant mixture also eliminates the need for a separate solution of the species transport equations in the Eulerian framework. Likewise, the LEM approach treats the species transport equation in a Lagrangian manner. Such model attributes make it difficult to compare the different models fairly since each model is essentially designed to accomplish different aspects of the overall turbulent combustion problem. As discussed earlier, our approach in the current evaluation is to use the filtered conservation laws as the basic set of equations to be solved and the turbulent combustion models then provide the basis for modeling the unclosed terms, i.e., the filtered combustion source terms. In other woods, the role of the turbulent combustion closure is strictly to provide sub-grid models to capture the effects of the unresolved fluctuating flowfield on the combustion.
The key aspect of this study is the evaluation of the fundamental model assumptions underlying the turbulence and turbulent combustion models. The traditional LES and DES turbulence models are gradientdiffusion models which have inherent difficulties representing physical phenomena such as back-scatter. We note that back-scatter is recognized as being significant even in non-reacting flows 9, 10 and it is likely that these effects are more significant in turbulent combustion because the combustion heat release can occur in scales that are smaller than the smallest turbulent scales. Further, we attempt to shed some light on the issue of the grid resolution required for LES and also examine the inter-relationship of numerical errors with subgrid modeling errors. A major limitation of turbulent combustion models as pertains to aerospace propulsion applications is that they are typically derived for low-Mach combustion. This calls into question their validity for representing fundamentally compressible phenomena such as shocks and/or acoustics. Moreover, many turbulent combustion models are selectively formulated for certain regimes such as the flamelet regime or for certain types of combustion such as premixed or non-premixed. Aeropropulsion problems often involve multiple turbulent combustion regimes ranging from non-premixed through partially premixed and all the way to fully premixed in a single flowfield. This again challenges the basic assumptions of the models. Thus, in each of the model description sections, we also carefully evaluate the basic model assumptions and document the applicability of the models. Furthermore, as noted earlier, we view the different sub-grid models as closures of the full set of conservation laws, thereby enabling these models to be compared on a more equal footing.
The outline of the paper is as follows. We begin by presenting the filtered LES transport equations for mass, momentum, energy and species. We then present the basic formulation of the constant and dynamic Smagorinsky models and discuss their fundamental assumptions and limitations. This is followed by the formulation of the steady flamelets, linear eddy model and the transported-PDF model. In each case, we again provide a detailed evaluation of the model assumptions and how they might impact our ability to address some of the unique aspects of aerospace propulsion flowfields. Finally, we provide some conclusions and suggest directions for future work.
II. Equations of Motion
The conservation laws for mass, momentum, energy and species transport expressed in Favre-filtered form for LES computations are:
Favre-filtering is defined asũ = ρu/ρ, where the over-bars refer to conventional filtering of the density and density-velocity product. A detailed derivation of the filtering process including a discussion of the role of commuting filters is given by Oefelein.
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Two sets of terms in the above equations require closure. The first are the velocity-velocity (turbulent stresses) and scalar-velocity covariance terms of the form, ρ u j φ − u j φ , which appear as the last two terms in the momentum, energy and species transport equations respectively. The second set of terms requiring modeling is the combustion source terms which typically take the highly non-linear form of Arrhenius expressions. For LES, the covariance terms may be expanded as:
Cross-term stress
The specific covariance term with φ = u i is typically denoted as the sub-grid scale stress, τ sgs ij . Leonard stresses appear in closed form and do not need to be modeled. It is worth noting that these terms account for interactions between resolved scales, while the cross terms involve interactions between resolved and unresolved scales.
12 One may then speculate that the cross-stress terms would account for the bulk of the inter-scale energy transfer including the back-scatter phenomenon. On the other hand, the Reynolds stresses account for interactions only between the unresolved scales. Finally, we note that both the cross-stress terms and the Reynolds stress terms are not closed and require modeling as do the combustion source terms. These models are discussed in the following sections.
III. Turbulence Models
The most popular LES closure is the Smagorinsky model and is considered here both in its original constant form 14 and in the later dynamic version. 15, 16 We note that fundamental to LES is the idea of scale-similarity in the inertial sub-range, a fact that is utilized in the formulation of the dynamic procedure as discussed later. Two classes of LES filter models can be categorized: implicit filtering, in which the grid size and filter width are the same and no actual filtering of the solution is performed, and explicit filtering, wherein the grid size is smaller than the filter-width and the solution is filtered at each time-step using the filter size. It should be observed that this means that explicit filtering typically requires the use of finer grids, which would naturally lead to better solutions, but not necessarily due to the explicit filtering operation. Most of the following discussion is common to both classes of models although implicit filtering is assumed unless otherwise specified.
In both sets of models, the Reynolds stress term is first expressed as the sum of the deviatoric and isotropic stress parts. The deviatoric part is given by:
where τ sgs ij is the Reynolds stress defined above. The isotropic part of the stress is:
The deviatoric part is modeled as
where¯signifies application of a filter.
In the constant Smagorinsky model, the turbulent eddy viscosity, ν t , is modeled as
where length scale, is taken to be proportional to the filter or grid width ∆ g with a proportionality constant C s , the Smagorinsky coefficient.
In the dynamic Smagorinsky model, Germano et al. 15 proposed a method whereby C s is determined as the calculation progresses instead of specifying it a priori. The associated eddy viscosity is given by:
where C(x, t) is the dynamic Smagorinsky coefficient and S = 2S ij S ij 1/2 . A procedure for solving for C proposed by Lilly 16 involves the application of a test filter of width ∆ t with a scale larger than the grid filter width, ∆ g , i.e., ∆ t = a∆ g and a > 1. The dynamic model thus incorporates local instantaneous information about the strain-rate field at the smallest resolved scales to determine a value of C that varies continuously in space and time throughout the simulation.
The isotropic part of the stress tensor is modeled as:
where C I is a dimensionless coefficient.
12 Similar expressions may be written for the sub-grid-scale energy and species fluxes using the standard gradient diffusion hypothesis.
The idea of scale similarity is key to LES models. This means that it is important to ensure that the grid size is adequate for the resolved turbulence field to be within the inertial sub-range. An often-used condition is the so-called Pope's criterion that stipulates that the grid must be able to resolve at least 80% of the total energy.
17 This is, however, not a rigorously derived criterion and is one that is difficult to check precisely since the total energy content for a given problem is typically not known. An easier check would be to verify the degree of isotropy in the velocity field. A related issue has to do with the grid size required to resolve a certain cut-off wavenumber in the inertial sub-range. It is common practice to select the grid size to be equal to the reciprocal of the cut-off wavenumber, which means that the smallest resolved scale is being captured with only one or two grid points. Clearly, this is insufficient resolution. In fact, the number of grid points required to capture a certain turbulent scale is highly scheme-dependent since it is dependent on the damping and dispersion characteristics of the scheme. In general, second-order accurate schemes would require of the order of 10-20 points across the smallest resolved scale to properly capture the energy contained in that scale. Higher-order schemes require substantially fewer grid points, but conventional finite-difference and finite-volume schemes still need some seven or eight grid points at the minimum.
From the above discussions, it is clear that if adequate grid resolution is not provided and the same grid is used by different codes, the resulting solutions would be code-(or scheme-) dependent. In fact, this has been observed by many researchers (see Cocks et al. 18 for a recent example) and has been attributed to the impact of numerical errors on the physical accuracy of LES schemes. While the latter observation is certainly true, we note that it is based on the assumption that the same grid would work equivalently for different schemes or different code implementations. The important (and obvious) conclusion that should be drawn is that the necessary grid size for adequate LES resolution is dependent on the order of accuracy of the scheme and even on the particular implementation details. In fact, with adequate grid resolution we expect that grid-convergence of the main statistical quantities would be attained. We also note that these observations are true for both implicit-filtering and explicit-filtering, although in the latter case, the use of finer grids would likely move the solutions into the acceptable realm.
It is well established that back-scatter is a common phenomenon even in non-reacting turbulent flows. Back-scatter refers to the effect of locally transferring energy from the small to large scales. For instance, Piomelli et al. 9 have found that backscatter occurs at nearly half the points at any given time instant in a flow and that the net energy transfer (which is equal to the sub-grid scale dissipation) is the difference between two large quantities: i.e., the energy transfer from large to small scales and the backscatter. The authors also speculate that, for non-equilibrium flows, this effect could be even stronger. Combustion problems wherein the energy deposition often occurs in the smallest scales (even smaller than the Kolmogorov scale) may well represent such a case. It is therefore critical that the LES sub-grid models are capable of properly representing back-scatter phenomena. It has been pointed out that the dynamic Smagorinsky model can predict back-scatter since the eddy viscosity can be negative during certain instances in time. 15 However, since the Smagorinsky model is essentially based on Prandtl's mixing length model, its natural ability to represent inter-scale energy transfers is questionable. It would seem likely that more sophisticated sub-grid models employing the transport of the sub-grid turbulent kinetic energy and/or the length scale would be a better approach towards improved LES predictive capability. Such approaches have been proposed in the literature by Schumann 19 and have been extended to use dynamic coefficients by Menon and his co-workers.
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As a further comment, we point out that the use of negative eddy viscosity to represent back-scatter may well be physically incorrect because of the fundamental stability implications of such a formulation. Besides, a negative eddy viscosity coefficient does not have a clear physical interpretation with regard to turbulent flow. It may be more appropriate to look at the modeling of the cross-stress terms in the LES equations to provide the correct unresolved-to-resolved scale interactions.
An alternate approach to the closure problem is the detached eddy simulation or DES model pioneered by Spalart and his colleagues. 2, 21 As noted earlier, the DES is a hybrid RANS/LES model, wherein the RANS equations are solved in the near-wall region and the LES model is applied to only the off-body regions. Such hybrid models operate more efficiently because of the reduced grid count and are popular in engineering CFD codes. A major issue that arises with these methods, however, is the fundamental inconsistency in the definition of the sub-grid quantities in the two models. For instance, the turbulent kinetic energy represents the energy in the entire fluctuating field in the RANS regions, while it represents only the sub-grid contributions in the LES regions. Appropriate matching procedures must be specified in the overlap region between the RANS and LES models, but this aspect is usually ignored in most implementations (see Xiao et al. 22 for an interesting exception).
A final comment that we make with regard to LES models relates to the use of the gradient diffusion hypothesis, which is at the core of most standard LES closures. In addition to possible ambiguities that arise with respect to representing the back-scatter phenomena correctly, it has been suggested that the use of the gradient diffusion model in the species transport equation when sources are present leads to fundamental contradictions (e.g., see Peters 3 ). It is sometimes argued that the determination of variable turbulent Schmidt numbers using the Germano scale similarity ideas would introduce such effects correctly, but such observations have not been rigorously substantiated in the literature. Another interesting observation is that velocity-composition PDF methods provide a non-gradient-diffusion-based closure to the covariance terms in the momentum, energy and species equations. 6 An interesting speculation is whether or not PDF methods could shed some light on the importance and sensitivity of some of these effects.
IV. Turbulent Combustion Closure Models
Numerous approaches have been proposed for the closure of the turbulent combustion source terms in the filtered conservation equations. 3-6, 11, 23 Table 1 lists the main classes of models, along with the key assumptions and the solution process in each case. Some models such as the linear eddy model (LEM) solve the full set of transport equations-continuity, momentum, energy and species-and attempt to model only the sub-grid terms. On the other hand, models such as flamelets and transported probability density function (PDF) or the related filtered mass density function (FMDF) models involve additional assumptions such as the modeling of the combustion kinetics (in flamelets) or scalar mixing (in PDF or FMDF methods).
A recurring approximation that appears in some form in nearly all the turbulent combustion models is the limitation to low Mach numbers. This approximation uncouples the hydrodynamic equations (continuity and momentum) from the composition equations (energy and species) so that each can be solved as a separate set. In the low Mach number approximation, the hydrodynamic equations impose a constant mean pressure upon the composition equations enabling the density to be obtained from the enthalpy and species mass fractions without involving the velocity. Transmitting this density to the hydrodynamic equations enables the latter system to be closed as well. The low Mach number assumption has its roots in steady RANS modeling where pressure variations scale with the square of the Mach number. The approximation becomes somewhat more restrictive in unsteady problems where pressure variations scale with the first power of Mach number, but is likely unacceptable in fully compressible applications. In keeping with the philosophy of this paper, however, we note that it is possible to solve the full set of equations and model only the sub-grid terms with nearly any turbulent combustion model although, again, it may not be possible to use the low Mach number approximation in any fashion for the applications at hand.
IV.A. Steady Flamelet Models
The so-called flamelet approximation involves the assumption that non-equilibrium effects are restricted to the immediate vicinity of the flamefront, which is justifiable when the time-scales of the chemistry mechanisms are smaller than the smallest turbulent scales. 3 Flamelet models replace the large number of reactive scalar equations by a single (or a few) conserved scalar equation(s). For example, a mixture-fraction equation representing the mixing between fuel and oxidizer streams can be written in Favre-filtered form as:
The conserved scalar equation has the attractive advantage that it contains no source terms although its derivation involves a number of approximations. Key among these are an assumption of equal mass diffusivities in the species equations and a unity Lewis number in the energy equation along with the low Mach number assumptions of constant pressure and the neglect of viscous dissipation. Clearly, many of the latter assumptions are invalid for compressible flows and, in particular, solving the conserved scalar equation in lieu of the full energy equation will result in the wrong sound speed. Thus, unsteady shock phenomena and acoustics propagation will be incorrectly captured. For this reason, it is necessary to retain the full form of the energy equation for the compressible problems of relevance here. The key feature of the flamelet approach lies in the tabulation of the chemistry such that the solution of the above conserved scalar equation allows the determination of the individual species mass fractions. In the basic steady flamelet model, the reactive scalar compositions are parametrized in terms of the conserved scalar function and the scalar dissipation rate, χ, and the associated flamelet equations are written in onedimensional form as:
where Z is the conserved scalar variable and ψ i is the reactive scalar variable, which represents the vector (Y i , T ) T . Also, χ is the scalar dissipation rate which typically reflects the role of varying the strain rate on the flame. The key approximations in the derivation and solution of the flamelet equations are: (1) the pressure in the reactive scalar system is approximated as a constant (low Mach number assumption), (2) the velocity field is specified from a simplified problem (such as counter-flow diffusion flames) rather than from the actual flow-field solution, and (3) the entire set of species equations is solved in conjunction with an approximate form of the energy equation.
The representative solution is obtained analytically or numerically for a model problem, parameterized by the mixture fraction and the scalar dissipation rate and then tabulated for efficient look-up:
Typical model problems usually take the form of a simple canonical configuration such as a premixed flame or a counterflow diffusion flame. 3 In neither case is the underlying velocity field in any way related to the actual velocity field in the real problem. Naturally, this assumption eliminates the influence of non-equilibrium phenomena such as turbulence, acoustic waves and shock or vortex interactions. Further, the canonical problem is typically expressed in terms of adiabatic reactions between fuel and oxidizer at the inlet temperature, as opposed to mid-flame reactions where the reactants may be preheated or partially reacted/decomposed. Similarly near wall regions may experience significant heat loss. Some of these effects can be incorporated by expanding the model problem tabulations to include multiple inlet temperatures, species radicals and heat losses although the complexity increases rapidly. Limited attempts at such approaches have been made, but it is hard to capture all the effects that define unsteady flowfields such as those illustrated in Figs. 1 (a)  and (b) . Further, the simultaneous presence of premixed, non-premixed and partially premixed combustion within the same physical problem also complicates the application of flamelet tables since decisions need to be made regarding which table is relevant in each region. Efforts to extend the validity of the model to represent dynamic phenomena such as ignition and extinction include Moin and Pierce 24 who originally introduced a reaction progress variable in combination with the steady flamelet equation. Recent progress using the unsteady flamelet equations is due to Pitsch, Ihme and their colleagues.
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The assumption of laminar flamelets is strictly justified only in the small Karlovitz (Ka) number limit, i.e., when the chemistry scales are much smaller than the Kolmogorov scales. Alternately, this limit may be expressed in terms of the Damkohler (Da) number, which is the ratio of the turbulent time scale to the chemical time scale, as shown in Table 1 . In the high-Da limit lies the traditional thin flamelet regime. However, in the presence of slow reactions such as pyrolysis and/or at high Reynolds numbers that lead to smaller turbulent scales, we enter the distributed or broken reaction zone which is not well captured by the flamelet assumption. In fact, under such low-Da conditions, the importance of turbulence interactions dominating the laminar flamelet solution should not be ignored. A possible approach is to define an appropriate number of additional reaction progress variables to further enrich the tabulated chemistry, but to our knowledge, a systematic study of such ideas in the context of distributed combustion zones has not been performed.
Perhaps a more fundamental assumption of such a generalized tabulated chemistry approach is that a reduced representation of a large-dimensional manifold by a lower-dimensional manifold (say with two dimensions, namely the conserved scalar and a reaction progress variable) is always possible, unique and accurate. Pope has argued that accuracy of the low-dimensional manifold representation is only modestly improved by small increases in the number of dimensions, say from two to three, and that as many as 6-8 dimensions (or reaction progress variables) may be required to accurately capture the full manifold space. 27 Naturally, this introduces fundamental challenges to the generality of the tabulated chemistry approach and would necessitate the use of in-situ adaptive procedures for such a large-dimensional table generation and storage.
The discussion so far has been limited to the representation of the chemistry by the flamelet or tabulated approach. Once the reactive scalars are obtained, they need to be appropriately filtered (or averaged) to calculated the mixture density. This can be expressed using a joint-presumed probability density function (PDF) for Z and χ st :ψ
The presumed PDF is usually expressed by assuming statistical independence of Z and χ st with the PDF of Z being taken as a beta function 3 parameterized by the variance of the conserved scalar function, Z . The mixture fraction variance is then obtained by solving an appropriate transport equation. This assumed PDF shape contrasts with the more rigorous computed distribution functions used in LEM and transported-PDF methods that are founded upon more physics-based approaches. While the flamelet model constitutes an efficient combustion solution method its application to turbulent combustion relies solely upon the presumed PDF. In looking toward applications in which turbulent combustion closures are incorporated into the filtered conservation equations presented in Section II, the presumed PDF would appear to be a significant handicap to accurate predictions. Moreover, it is clearly possible to compute the PDF with either LEM or PDF and use a flamelet model for the combustion, thereby bypassing the assumed PDF.
IV.B. Linear Eddy Model
In contrast to flamelets, the LEM approach solves the complete set of conservation equations. 4, 5, 20 However, only the continuity, momentum and energy equations are solved in filtered form on the global (LES) scale, while the species transport equations are solved in unfiltered form using a multi-scale approach. The overall solution procedure is as follows. First, the LES equations are solved for the velocity, density and energy components of the flow. The unfiltered form of the specifies equation is written as:
where V jk is the diffusion velocity andẇ k is the species production and destruction term. We write the convective term of the above equation in a slightly different form:
where we have substituted for the unfiltered velocity in terms of the filtered velocity field (ũ j ), the LESresolved sub-grid fluctuation (u 
The sub-grid species solution is accompanied by the low Mach number form of the thermal energy equation in order to capture the sub-grid heat release and the composition field. (Note that LEM uses the full energy equation on the LES grid so that the low Mach number approximations appear only on the sub-grid. As a consequence, LEM has two temperature fields; an approximate one that is used on the subgrid, and a complete one that is on the LES grid. A similar situation arises with flamelets and transported-PDF methods when the full form of the energy equation is solved in the resolved scale.) The sub-grid solution is obtained from a set of one-dimensional equations aligned in a direction normal to the maximum gradient of the species mass fraction. It is comprised of three terms. The first term is the advective mixing term that is modeled using stochastic rearrangement events called triplet maps, which model the effects of sub-grid eddies of specified size, location and frequency. 4 The second term represents molecular diffusion and is solved using explicit time-stepping in the 1D LEM grid. The third term is the combustion source term, which is typically integrated using an ODE solver. Finally, the large-scale advective solution is carried out using a Lagrangian approach and involves splicing and regridding (of the 1D LEM grid) operations to account for mass transfers between LES cells and volumetric expansion due to combustion. In principle, the LEM model is applicable for all flow and combustion regimes because it makes no assumptions of scale separation between combustion and turbulence.
There are some issues with the LEM approach. The first has to do with the fact that the large scale advection equation contains no diffusion. Therefore, while diffusion is properly represented in the LEM grid, there is no species diffusion in the LES grid. This is an important issue for a number of reasons. For one, the dissipation range is usually not restricted just to the Kolmogorov scales and can extend well into the inertial range as well. Secondly, in the limit of fine-grid resolution (say in the vicinity of walls), the LES grid itself may approach the Kolmogorov length scale. In that limit, the LEM grid may be reduced to a single node or just a few nodes and the lack of diffusion in the LES grid would render the solution incorrect. Proposals have been made to include a diffusion term in large-scale advective solution or, alternately, to use a hybrid approach wherein the LEM is only active for those regions that are away from the diffusion range. However, to our knowledge, these methods are yet to be rigorously assessed.
The large-scale advective solution also introduces a second difficulty into the LEM method. As discussed above, a Lagrangian method is used to transport the species between the LES grid cells. This is done by looking at the sign of the wall normal velocity at the cell-face in order to determine if the species transport is occurring to the cell or away from the cell. This 'splicing' procedure involves cutting off pieces of the 1D LEM strand and transferring them to the neighboring cells. The main difficulty with this approach is that the order of species transport between cells is arbitrary. As a result, there is a certain randomness to how this redistribution is carried out and, moreover, the resulting LEM strands may have very noisy solutions. It is unclear how this discrepancy can be resolved within a Lagrangian method, although a simple correction would be to use the Eulerian form of the species transport equation for the large-scale transport. Again, this would mean using the full set of filtered conservation laws given in Section II and the LEM solution would then become simply a means to close the turbulent combustion source term in these equations.
A final issue has to do with the assumption of constant pressure in performing the LEM sub-grid solution. Obviously, this has limitations for capturing compressible phenomena within the sub-grid. There is a need to devise a more rigorous method to formulate the sub-grid problem so that the compressible fluid-dynamics equations can be correctly represented in the sub-grid solution. A potentially interesting complement/upgrade to LEM methods is the one-dimensional turbulence (ODT) approach.
28, 29 ODT can be viewed as an extension of LEM to includes analogous sub-grid modeling for the velocity components as well as the composition variables. It offers the possibility of incorporating more fundamental turbulence modeling in the LEM format, but further development is needed to apply ODT in practical propulsion applications.
IV.C. Transported-PDF Models
Transported PDF methods use a one-point, one-time joint PDF of a set of flow variables to model the dominant non-linear effects in turbulent combustion.
6, 30-32 Although simpler formulations have been implemented, the joint PDF in current state-of-the-art applications incorporates velocity, turbulence frequency and composition variables. The present discussion will focus on this set. The most compelling feature of PDF methods is that they can exactly represent the thermochemical source terms in the species equations. These source terms are independent of adjacent locations in both space and time and so are ideally represented by a one-point, one-time PDF approach. Further, radiation emission can similarly be represented exactly 30 thereby offering a path toward modeling additional physics in practical combustion problems.
The velocity-frequency-composition joint PDF also enables convection and the resulting Reynolds stress and velocity-scalar co-variance terms to be represented exactly. To accomplish this, the equations are expressed in substantial derivative form and evaluated in a Lagrangian sense. PDF methods therefore provide an interesting contrast to gradient diffusion models used in traditional approaches. It has been argued that gradient diffusion is appropriate only for equations without source terms. 3, 33 Flamelet remove the sources in the scalar equations by the mixture fraction approximation thereby making the gradient diffusion approximation valid. PDF methods solve scalar equations with source terms but avoid gradient diffusion by representing the co-variance terms exactly. An advantage of the co-variance representation in PDF methods is that it should allow back-scatter whereas it is unclear that gradient diffusion models can correctly represent it.
Although these crucial turbulence-combustion interaction terms can be represented exactly, PDF models require modeling for the remaining quantities. The dominant process that must be modeled in the classical low Mach combustion regime is molecular diffusion. Mixing models have received considerable attention, [33] [34] [35] [36] with emphasis on non-premixed and partially premixed applications. The PDF equations, however, are equally applicable to premixed and partially premixed problems in all Damkohler regimes and extensions to mixing models for these regimes are on-going. The transported PDF equation is written as:
The terms on the left include acceleration in physical, velocity and composition space and are represented exactly assuming that the volume-averaged pressure gradient is known. The terms on the right include viscous effects, fluctuating pressure gradients and molecular diffusion, all of which involve conditional probabilities and must be modeled. From a practical viewpoint, the most significant disadvantage of the PDF approach is the dimensionality of the transport equation which involves a total of NS + 8 independent variables for the velocity-frequency-composition PDF. With this large number of independent variables, finite element/volume methods are impractical and particle-based, Monte Carlo methods become imperative. Typically, the flow is represented by a Lagrangian set of particles that evolve on the basis of stochastic differential equations in which the properties of each particle depend on its mass, physical coordinates, velocity, composition and turbulence frequency. 6 An additional issue with Eqn. 21 is that the velocity-frequency-composition PDF constitutes an unclosed system. The solution of the PDF equation requires the instantaneous pressure while the mean pressure appears as a coefficient in the exact terms on the left side. This difficulty is traditionally bypassed by invoking the low Mach number assumption to split the hydrodynamics from the composition variables as is done in the flamelet (and to a lesser extent in LEM) approaches. The low Mach number approximation relegates the instantaneous pressure to a constant impressed upon the fluctuating fields by an external mean while the mean pressure is obtained from a hydrodynamic code. The low Mach number form of the equation of state is enabling to this variables split since a constant pressure implies that density can be obtained directly from species mass fractions and temperature. PDF methods therefore invariably involve hybrid methods containing both stochastic (transport equation) and deterministic (hydrodynamic conservation equation selected from Eqns. 1-4).
The simplest procedure for obtaining the mean pressure is to use a Poisson equation for the pressure obtained by taking the divergence of the momentum equations. The mean pressure is then obtained from an external field solver while the fluctuating (and mean) velocity, composition, enthalpy and turbulence frequency are obtained from the PDF. The implementation of this so-called stand-alone method is problematic due to scatter from stochastic fluctuations in the PDF solver.
6, 37 A more practical approach is to use a hybrid method that solves the filtered continuity, momentum and enthalpy equations (Eqn. 1 and 2 and a low Mach number version of Eqn. 3) by field methods while using a velocity-composition-frequency joint PDF to obtain the density and turbulence quantities. The two portions of the calculation are then coupled by sending mean pressure, velocity and enthalpy fields to the PDF solution while the PDF solution transmits the mean density and turbulence quantities to the field solver. The low Mach number form of the equation of state is again necessary for accomplishing this variables split. In addition to using deterministic mean quantities to suppress difficulties in the field solution, their use as coefficients in the SDEs of the PDF solution also improves their behavior. Although such hybrid methods introduce multiple duplicate fields whose consistency has to be assured, 38 they are an order of magnitude faster than the stand-alone method that uses only the pressure Poisson equation for the mean pressure, and which is fraught with instabilities and errors arising from statistical variations.
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In the present paper where we are interested in extending turbulent combustion models (and, in this section, PDF models) to compressible flows with ensuing high Mach number effects and acoustic fluctuations, it is pertinent to speculate on the research that must be addressed to model these new regimes. As with the flamelet-like models, the first issue is a procedure for bypassing the common separation of the hydrodynamic equations (continuity and momentum) from the composition variables (species and enthalpy) by means of a spatially constant mean pressure. Similarly, the exact equation of state must be invoked as opposed to its constant pressure approximation. Dropping these low Mach number approximations implies that the complete system (hydrodynamic and composition variables) is fully and intimately coupled. Initial efforts in this direction have extended the joint PDF to include pressure in addition to velocity, enthalpy, species mass fractions and frequency. With pressure (or, more generally, two thermodynamic variables) included, the joint PDF can, in principle, be solved independently without a companion field equation code. 39, 40 The pressure evolution equation in this approach is entirely modeled with the pressure strain rate correlation taken from second order turbulence models. [41] [42] [43] In addition, a compressible approach for isentropic flows (pressure and density algebraically related by an isentropic relation) has also been outlined.
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While it is possible to obtain the entire flowfield solution from a PDF equation without the use of field equations, experience with the PDF/Poisson solver suggests that it is likely that a better implementation would couple the pressure-velocity-frequency-composition PDF with the deterministic mean equations (i.e., Eqs. 1-4). Such a procedure will require that the intimate coupling between composition and hydrodynamic variables that occurs in compressible flows be realized in both the stochastic and the deterministic portions of the model. One such result has been reported 45 in which a conventional finite volume code was coupled with a composition PDF formulation. Apart from this, there appears to be no examples of using hybrid finite volume/PDF methods for compressible flows. It would appear that incorporation of deterministic models for the mean quantities should, at least, be evaluated. Applying the philosophy stated at the outset of the paper, a possible approach would include using a pressure-enthalpy-velocity-species-frequency joint PDF to compute the co-variance terms in the momentum, energy and species equations and the source term in the species equations. These turbulence quantities could then be supplied to a finite volume solver as a representation of non-linear effects thereby enabling the filtered LES equations to be solved in fully coupled form. The large-scale properties could then be transferred to the PDF solver to provide smooth coefficients for improved stochastic characteristics. Ensuring consistency between the two solvers would be an important issue, but much of the current advances could be adapted.
A final comment concerning a completely different approach to turbulent combustion modeling is in order. The thickened flame approximation, 11 originally applied to premixed combustion has been used for non-premixed combustion problems involving combustion-acoustic interactions. 46, 47 The thickened flame approximation allows the fully coupled nature of the equations that is characteristic of flows with compressibility effects and acoustic-turbulence coupling to be immediately resolved by classical compressible flow algorithms. Thus while the thickened flame approximation may be somewhat lacking in rigor, it enables acoustic/compressibility effects to be treated directly. To the authors' knowledge, this is the only turbulent combustion model that has been applied to compressible combustion problems with acoustic interactions.
V. Conclusions and Future Study
A fundamental evaluation study of state-of-the-art turbulence and turbulent combustion models of relevance to aerospace propulsion applications is undertaken. Our interest is in evaluating the ability of the models to capture physical phenomena related to high-speed flows, high pressures, ignition behavior, shocks and acoustics interactions. Such problems occur frequently during off-design operation of propulsion systems and are responsible for test failures and expensive re-designs in any development program. In addition to shedding light on the strengths and limitations of the methods, we hope to identify paths for future study in these challenging areas.
The framework that we use to undertake this study consists of the full conservation laws for mass, momentum, energy and species transport. In filtered form, these equations contain a number of unclosed terms, namely the Reynolds stresses, and associated co-variances of the velocity, enthalpy and species. In addition, the combustion source term appears unclosed in this version of the equations. For the sake of consistency in the evaluation, we regard the different models as specific attempts to close one or more of these terms. In other words, the turbulence models close the turbulent stress and co-variance terms, while the turbulent combustion models close the combustion source term in these equations.
We consider the Smagorinsky models as the baseline LES turbulence model. We observe that the eddy viscosity and gradient diffusion assumptions that lie at the heart of these methods face significant challenges in their ability to capture back-scatter that is significant for non-reacting turbulent flows and, possibly, even more important for reacting turbulent flows. In this regard, we remark that the velocity-composition transported-PDF methods offer an alternate approach to close these terms and may represent a valuable means to evaluate such physical phenomena. The major shortcoming of the hybrid RANS/LES models or DES models lies in the lack of consistency in the definition of the statistical quantities in the two forms of the equations. In the RANS case, they represent the entire energy content of the turbulent field, while in the LES regions, they represent the energy content in the sub-grid or unresolved scales. Appropriate methods for transitioning these terms must be devised in the intermediate regions between RANS and LES regions.
A variety of turbulent combustion models are considered. All of them fall short in their ability to properly capture compressible phenomena, in part because the overwhelming amount of their development has focused on low Mach combustion. Of the models considered, flamelets are to be viewed more as a combustion model rather than a turbulent combustion model. The extension to turbulent combustion is typically achieved through an assumed PDF which is not competitive with more physics-based distribution functions. Even in the area of combustion modeling, there are significant limitations to the generality of the flamelet tables. A fundamental issue is the assumption of a thin flame, which is clearly violated in the case of distributedreaction problems at low-Da numbers. Likewise, the use of a laminar flow field solution to construct the tables means that fundamental non-equilibrium phenomena related to turbulence interactions are not represented in the tables. Perhaps, more fundamentally, the efficacy of using a small number of reaction progress variables and conserved scalars to represent a large-dimensional manifold remains questionable. The linear eddy model has more general applicability in terms of flame regimes and flow conditions since no fundamental scale-related assumptions are made in their development. In addition, it invokes the low Mach number assumption only in the sub-grid, and not throughout the entire flowfield. Nevertheless, the absence of diffusion in the large-scale and the arbitrary Lagrangian advective formulation lead to questions about the accuracy of these methods. Finally, the transported-PDF method also promises generality in terms of combustion regimes and flow conditions. However, the development of the method for compressible flows is still relatively new. It seems to us that the construction of compressible transported-PDF methods for the closure of the stress and source terms in the system of conservation laws would be a promising approach towards gaining confidence in their ability to model these terms.
• Model assumptions for Air Force relevant conditions -Rockets, gas turbines, augmentors, scramjets 
